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after his mother dies, forrest starts living with his aunt daisy and uncle willy. he becomes friends
with jenny and tom, although they arent really friends. they become friends for the same reason,
because they arent friends. one day, jenny takes forrest to a local talent show. during this, jenny

tells forrest to meet a man who is going to help him get to nashville. this is the story of forrest gump.
he isnt really trying to get to nashville, but he doesnt know what else to do. his only goal is to get to
nashville. jenny and forrest take a train, and forrest makes it to tennessee. mr. gump is a man who
was born on march 23, 1943, in greenbow, alabama. forrest gump is a simple, kind, and happy man

who lives in the small town of greenbow, alabama. forrest gump lives in the town of greenbow,
alabama, with his aunt daisy and uncle willy. he is a simple, kind, and happy man who lives in the

small town of greenbow, alabama. in 1968, forrest gump was married to a girl named jenny. he didnt
live with his wife jenny for more than a year. taken from a book by the same name, forrest gump is

the story of a simple, kind, and happy man who was born on march 23, 1943, in greenbow, alabama.
the title of the book, "forrest gump", comes from the story he tells. he is a very simple person who
wants to go to the super bowl, even if it is the only thing he wants to do. his life is simple, it doesnt
have much meaning, but it has one. he wants to go to the super bowl. his only goal is to go to the

super bowl.
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forrest gump is a 1994 american romantic drama film co-written and directed by robert zemeckis.
the film stars tom hanks, robin wright penn, gary sinise, paul mcgann and gary chilton. the story
follows forrest gump, a simple-minded greenhorn from alabama who is repeatedly drawn into a

series of mostly bizarre incidents and relationships that follow him throughout the late 20th century.
after the military draft lottery, forrest is given the opportunity to attend the united states military

academy at west point, where he successfully passes the physical examination but fails the entrance
examination. the story of the film concerns forrest gump, who is a special person for many reasons,
but when he finds out he is soon diagnosed with a form of dementia that will ultimately kill him. the
movie also takes an interesting look into the world of entertainment and how it can help people get
over a broken heart. forrest gump is a simple-minded man, and we see that many times throughout
the movie. these events really happen and are important in the story, but we also see a lot of them
happen to forrest gump, so the story is told through his eyes. as the world sees it, forrest gump is

living a normal life. he lives in a small town and he is a mailman. he lives with his mother and has a
girlfriend named jenny. this is a very simple and interesting movie. the movie grossed $2,872,924 in
its opening weekend and grossed $47,858,564 domestically. it earned $291,976,923 in foreign box

offices. the film earned $153,863,012 worldwide. it is the second highest-grossing film of 1994.
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